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G U I D E

We know you need reliable and innovative products and
services to best serve your patients and grow your practice
Here is who we reccommend for...
BILLING CONSULTING SERVICES
RCS - Full-service billing consulting services to optimize
cash flow and maximize profits.
Contact: Robert Kowalick at robert@certifiedrsllc.com
BILLING SOFTWARE
EZ Claim - Medical billing software platform that works
seamlessly with RCS's billing consulting.
Contact: Dan Loch at dan@ezclaim.com
COMPLIANCE AND HUMAN RESOURCES
BCMS - Provviders of health care regulation navigation,
security risk analysis, on and off-site audits and more.
Contact: Alicia Nevins Mahoney at nevinsa@bcmscomp.com
DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING SYSTEM
Hands On Diagnostics - Providers of in-house diagnostic systems
and staff training that certifies all PT staff to run in-clinic
diagnostics.
Contact: Dr. Dimitrios Kostopoulos at dimi@handsonpt.org
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MANUAL THERAPY COURSES
Breakthrough Manual Therapy - Continuing education courses
that provide both CEUs and world-class manual therapy treatment
techniques.
Contact: Abbe Klein at abbe@breakthroughptmarketing.com
MODALITIES
LightForce Therapy Laser - FDA-cleared modality that reduces
inflammation and ultimately results in pain reduction. Effective in
treating acute pain, chronic conditions and
post-op pain.
Contact: Mark Callahan at mark.callanen@lightforcemedical.com
Squid Compression - Powerful, portable pain-relief and recovery
compression system.
Contact: Ryan Tabaka at ryan@portabletherapeutix.com
The Miracle Wave - Acoustic sound wave tool to reduce and
eliminate pain.
Contact: Merri-Edna Milano at merri-edna@amttherapies.com
ORTHOTICS
Foot Levelers - Individually-designed orthotics with in-clinic footscanning kiosks.
Contact: Michael Barnes at michael.barnes@footlevelers.com
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PATIENT COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
Weave - Software that streamlines and syncs your phone system
with your computers, and allows for automated calls and texts to
help generate reviews and prevent missed patient opportunities.
Contact: Jordan Brown at jordan.brown@getweave.com
TELEHEALTH
HealthyRoster - Affordable HIPAA-compliant telehealth
software that works both from a desktop and mobile app.
Contact: Jason Barr at jason@healthyroster.com
WEBSITE & Newsletters
E-Rehab - Custom and affordable physical therapy websites and
marketing services to attract and retain new patients.
Contact: David Straight at dave@e-rehab.com
Practice Promotions - Custom PT websites, newsletters,
Google-review generation, and print marketing.
Contact: Gwen Tinsley at gwen@practice-promotions.com

Know of another great PT company that you'd recommend?
Contact abbe@breakthroughptmarketing.com

